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 top headlines
 Forward looking 
InScope shares a personal and in-
depth profile on IUSM Dean Jay L.
 Hess, courtesy of the spring 2014
 edition of "IU Medicine."

 Lighting a spark 
The Indiana CTSI leads a new
 effort to spark collaborations
 between Midwest medical schools
 and the pharmaceutical industry.

 New role 
David Crabb will transition from his
 position as chair of the
 Department of Medicine to an
 expanded role at Eskenazi Health
 in 2015.

 editor’s picks
News to Use

 Departmental update 
Kenneth Cornetta will step down as
 chair of the Department of Medical
 and Molecular Genetics to serve as
 a fellow in palliative care.

Grants

 SPARC funding 
Apply now for up to $400,000 in
 funds from the new consortium led
 by the Indiana CTSI. Letters of
 intent due July 8.

Opportunities

 Sunshine Act 

features of the week

 story

Doctor Camp

Local middle and high school students
 recently got a glimpse of what it's like to be
 a physician with hands-on activities and
 lessons from medical students at two IU
 School of Medicine events: Doctor Camp
 and Camp Medical Detectives.

 podcast

'Sound Medicine'
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Faculty physicians can register now
 to access their payment data under
 the Physician Payment Sunshine
 Act.

Kudos

 President's medal 
Pioneering cardiologist Harvey
 Feigenbaum was named a recipient
 of the IU President's Medal for
 Excellence.

 faculty & staff spotlight
 Q-and-A 
NiCole R. Keith discusses physical
 activity research and her new role
 as vice president of the American
 College of Sports Medicine.

 student spotlight
 Hester Scholars 
Two IUSM students pursuing
 careers in pediatric oncology have
 been named IU Simon Cancer
 Center Hester Scholars.

This week, "Sound Medicine" explores a new
 study on the impact online reviews can have
 on how patients choose their doctors. Other
 topics include the use of smartphones and
 tablets to conduct doctor visits, improving
 conditions for lab rats, and the pros and
 cons of "juicing."

 events & lectures
Memory University 
06-20-2014

Medical student workshop on CVs
 and personal statements 
06-24-2014

IU Health to retire clarian.org
06-30-2014

Indiana Drug Discovery Alliance
 applications due
07-01-2014

IU School of Medicine Calendar
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